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Nonmetric Interactive Multidimensional Scaling
with Multiple Subjects
Robert M. Hamer
Medical College of Virginia, Virginia Commonwealth University

A method for nonmetric interactive multidimen-
sional scaling (MDS) of similarity judgments is de-
scribed which is also capable of using responses
from previous judges to supplement the judgments
of a current subject. The method combines recent
advances in interactive MDS with recent advances
in numerical methods in MDS to produce a pro-
gram capable (1) of performing nonmetric interac-
tive MDS and (2) of fitting a wide variety of
models, such as the individual differences model.
The empirical investigation compared three versions
of the system: (1) a metric simple Euclidean model-
fitting version (similar to previous interactive scal-
ing programs); (2) a metric individual differences
version; and (3) a nonmetric individual differences
version. There were no statistically significant dif-
ferences among the three versions.

This paper describes a method for nonmetric
interactive multidimensional scaling (MDS) of
judgments capable of using responses from pre-
vious judges to supplement the judgments of a
current subject. The computer algorithm uses
two mathematical models: (1) the interactive

scaling model (Young & Cliff, 1972), which de-
rives an r-dimensional space containing the
stimuli in which r +1 of the points lie on the axes
of the space and (2) a Euclidean distance model
used to represent the subject’s judgments about
successive subsets of the stimuli.
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Young and Cliff (1972) contains a complete
description of their system and the mathemati-
cal model; consequently, only a brief summary
will be presented here.

Given that there are n stimuli, assumed to cor-
respond to n points in an r < n dimensional

space. The exact dimensionality of this space
is unknown. There exists a subject who will
make similarity judgments about these

points.

1. Select a &dquo;focus&dquo; of p points and collect
judgments about all possible pairs from the
subject.

2. Select the two points farthest apart and pass
the first dimension through them. Find the
point with the highest residual and pass the
next dimension through it. Continue until
the residual is less than a preset minimum.
These points define a &dquo;frame.&dquo;

3. Select new points to make a new focus and
obtain the judgments needed to have all the
judgments in this focus. If there are no more
stimuli left unjudged, go to 4. Otherwise go
back to 2.

4. Collect all uncollected judgments between
the final &dquo;frame&dquo; stimuli and the remaining
stimuli. This gives all the information to de-
termine the coordinates of all the points in a
r-dimensional space.
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Method

The stimuli were a set of 30 animal names,
which had been used previously in MDS re-
search by Henley (1969) and Baker (1974). This
set of stimuli was used because both of the pre-
vious studies had produced similar structures
for this set; thus, there appeared to be a fairly
firm idea of what the structure ought to look
like. Having a well-established idea of the struc-
ture of the data was useful, as it made it possible
to establish how successful this procedure was in
recovering the structure.
The design used was a two by three ran-

domized block design. Thus, there were six cells,
each with eight subjects. The between-blocks
factor, which had two levels, was a factor con-
sisting of the set of stimuli used in the initial fo-
cus, and the factor with three levels which incor-

porated the MDS model used and the transfor-
mation method used. The within-blocks factor,
which had three levels, was a model-transforma-
tion factor using subjects who were matched (as-
signed) to each other. The design was analyzed
by a multivariate analysis that will be explained
below.
The two sets of starting stimuli were selected

to test the hypothesis that starting with basis
stimuli would reduce the number of judgments
required. If the final basis was composed entire-
ly of stimuli which came from the first focus, a
minimum number of judgments would be re-
quired. Conversely, if the final basis was com-

posed entirely of stimuli that came solely from
the last focus, a maximum number of judgments
would be required (Girard & Cliff, 1976, p. 60).
Baker and Young (1975) and Baker (1974) at-

tempted to decrease the number of judgments
their procedure required by making it increas-
ingly difficult to replace frame stimuli as the ses-
sion advanced. Green (1977) and Green and
Bentler (1979) also addressed this issue. They
proposed using information on the stimuli, if

available, to try to include in the first focus stim-
uli that were likely to be final basis stimuli.
Because the stimuli used in this study had

been used in previous studies (Baker, 1974; Hen-

ley, 1969), some information on their structure
was available. For half the subjects, stimuli were
chosen that were at the periphery of the spaces
previously found, as these stimuli were likely to
be the basis stimuli (Young & Cliff, 1972). For
the remaining subjects the stimuli used in the
initial focus were chosen randomly.
Previous interactive scaling systems men-

tioned (Baker & Young, 1975; Young & Cliff,
1972) assumed judgments to be ratio (that is, ra-
tio distances or, minimally, linear transforma-
tions of ratio distances). This assumption was
necessary because until relatively recently, com-
puter technology did not exist to allow an inter-
active program running on a minicomputer
dedicated to human experimentation to use non-
metric transformations. This technology now
exists.

In nonmetric MDS, the number of parameters
to be estimated from the judgments is greater
than that in metric MDS. In interactive scaling,
with a typically &dquo;small&dquo; focus size (often 5 or
less) the dimensionality is &dquo;large&dquo; in relation to
the focus size (often 3 or more). Thus, the ratio
of parameters estimated (in a nonmetric proce-
dure) to number of data points (unique judg-
ments) is usually too large to produce stable esti-
mates of these parameters. Spence (undated)
stated that a good rule of thumb for minimum
number of judgments to use in incomplete data
collection procedures is 3(n) (m), where n is the
number of dimensions and m is the number of

stimuli, in order to obtain stable estimates.
In MDS, one way to increase the ratio of data

points collected to parameters estimated is to

use multiple subjects and an individual differ-
ences (ID) model. In an ID model, multiple sub-
jects can be used to estimate the same set of pa-
rameters, with the only parameters unique to
each subject being a vector of weights used to ex-
press the salience of each dimension for each

subject. Thus, the ratio of data points collected
to parameters estimated is large.

It may seem inappropriate to consider using
an ID model in a single-subject interactive scal-
ing situation. The procedure was as follows:

First, a subject was run through the interactive
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scaling procedure, using a metric transforma-
tion. After the procedure found a set of basis
stimuli and collected all judgments required for
a configuration, it collected all remaining judg-
ments, both as a check and for further use. A
second subject was assigned to (matched with)
the subject just mentioned and was run through
the interactive scaling procedure, using a metric
transformation and a two-subject individual dif-
ferences model. The two subjects were the cur-
rent subject and the one to whom he/she had
been assigned. The previously collected judg-
ments from the first subject were used to supple-
ment the judgments of the current subject; each
focus was analyzed using a two-subjects ID
model metric transformation analysis.
A third subject was assigned to (matched with)

the first subject and was run through the proce-
dure using a two-subject model (using the first
subject’s judgments as before) and a nonmetric
(Kruskal’s least squares monotonic) transforma-
tion. Thus, the contrast between the first and
second levels of this factor addressed the ID
model issue, and the contrast between the sec-
ond and third addressed the metric-nonmetric
issue.

Each subject was handed a set of instructions,
escorted to a cubicle, shown how to use the
terminal, and then left alone to interact with the
program. The program presented pairs of stimu-
li to the subjects and requested judgments on a 1
to 9 similarity scale. After the program had ob-
tained all possible within-focus judgments, it
would analyze them, selecting those frame

points that appeared to define a subspace, and
then randomly selecting new points to make up
the next focus. This process continued until all

points had been used in a focus.
The program then selected a final frame and

collected all judgments between the final frame
stimuli and the remaining stimuli. It also col-

lected, as a check only, all remaining judgments.
These were used as criteria against which to
evaluate the judgments predicted by the pro-
gram.

Results

There were a variety of dependent variables,
which were so highly correlated that only one of
them will be discussed in detail. All were mea-
sures of fit (goodness of fit or badness of fit) be-
tween the distances resulting from the interac-
tive scaling procedure and the distances result-
ing from a nonmetric MDS of the complete
judgment matrix. The one which will be dis-
cussed was the Fisher Z transformation (tanh-lr)
of the correlation between corresponding ele-
ments of the distance and judgment matrices.
The measure was defined as follows:
Let D be the 30 x 30 matrix of distances from

the interactive scaling procedure and let D* be
the 30 x 30 matrix of distances resulting from
the MDS of the complete set of judgments. Let v
and v* be formed by reshaping D and D*,
respectively, into vectors. The dependent mea-
sure was tanh-l(rvv ). This is a measure of the
linear relationship between corresponding ele-
ments of the two matrices. The distances, rather
than the coordinates, were used because (1) the
distances are invariant to the particular orienta-
tion of the axes (the coordinates are not) and (2)
to allow for differences in dimensionality.
Table 1 contains means, standard deviations,

and the ANOVA table for the measure. There
was no significant main effect for starting meth-
od ; a carefully selected starting subset did not
appear to improve the fit measures or to reduce
the number of judgments required (all methods
and both starting sets required about 200 judg-
ments). This might have been attributable to (1)
true lack of effect, (2) wrong subset chosen, or (3)
lack of power.
The multivariate test of transformation meth-

od addressed the issues of whether supplementa-
tion improved the quality of the solutions and
whether fitting a nonmetric model at each frame
improved the solutions. Neither did.
The means tended to reflect patterns in a di-

rection opposed to the predictions. In some re-
spects, it appeared that nonmetric analyses pro-
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Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations for rvv* and tanh-1(r vv *)

aS is Starting Method; T is Trans-

formation ; Tl is Supplemented vs.
Unsupplemented Contrast; T2 is
Metric vs. Nonmetric Contrast.

duced poorer solutions than did metric ones.

Additionally, introducing supplementary judg-
ments appeared to introduce more variation into
the process than it accounted for. There were al-
so hints that the treatments had some sort of

complex effect on the variances, although it is

impossible to say that with any certainty. Ran-
domization tests were used to test the same hy-
potheses as the linear models analyses did, be-
cause the dependent variables (Fisher Z trans-
formations of correlations of dependent observa-
tions) did not meet the assumptions necessary
for linear models analysis. Thep values obtained
from the randomization tests were nearly identi-
cal to those obtained from the t distribution.

Discussion

The key issue in this study was whether a non-
metric interactive MDS procedure would pro-
duce better results than the metric procedures
previously used. It did not. In fact, although
there were no significant differences, the pat-
terns of means and standard deviations showed
a slight tendency for the nonmetric procedure to
produce poorer results. Supplementing a sub-
ject’s judgments with the judgments of an earlier
subject did not help, either.
Two sets of starting stimuli were used: a ran-

dom set and a set chosen to be at the periphery
of the space defined by previous studies of the
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Figure 1
Dimensions 1 and 2 of Henley’s Solution and
the Solution of a Typical Subject (Subject 1)

(a.) HENLEY’S SOLUTION
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same stimuli. Which set of starting stimuli were
used did not appear to make any difference.
Previous studies of these stimuli produced

three-dimensional solutions (Baker, 1974; Baker
& Young, 1975; Henley, 1969), of which only the
first two dimensions were usually interpretable.
One dimension was usually a size dimension,
and the second was usually interpreted as feroc-
ity. Figure 1 contains plots of Henley’s group
solution and the solution from the first subject
in this study. The solutions look comparable:
One dimension is clearly a size dimension, and
the other can be interpreted as a bipolar dimen-
sion ranging from domestic to ferocious
The problem of finding the proper way to as-

sess the fit between two MDS solutions has not

yet been completely solved. Young and Cliff

(1972), Baker and Young (1975), Baker (1974),
and Green (1974) used correlations of various
types to assess fit. Baker and Young (1975) also
used canonical correlation to compare the coor-
dinates of two solutions. Because of possible dif-
ferences in dimensionality, as well as difficulties
in interpreting the exact meaning of the canoni-
cal correlations, that was not done here.
The correlations tended to be lower than those

found with previous procedures, averaging
around .50, accounting for only about one quar-
ter of the variation. Thus, this nonmetric indi-
vidual differences MDS procedure appears to
result in different solutions than other proce-
dures applied to the same data.
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